Designed for Winter Liquid De-Icing:

The Ossian LS® was the first walk behind sprayer designed from the ground up for the application of liquid anti-icers to
sidewalks, parking lots, stairs and hard to access areas under harsh winter conditions.

Simple User Controls:

The Ossian LS® was designed for ease of use with simple user controls. A control pod mounted on the operator’s handle
contains the machine on/off switch, operator trigger for spray control and adjustable lever for extending and retracting boom.

Quick Change Tank System:

The Ossian LS® is optimized for mobility and flexibility, with a removable 5 gallon storage tank that can be quickly changed
out in the field to refill or change products based on application area.

5000 sqft or 1250 ft of Sidewalk:

The four foot spray boom range effectively treats 1250 feet of sidewalk on a single tank (when applying the recommended one
gallon per 1000 square feet at an average walking speed.) The five gallon tank is easily changed in the field without tools.

Battery Life

The ColdTech™ pump in the Ossian LS® will only draw power when the spray trigger is activated. There is no pump idle to
drain the battery if the unit is left on. A charge port on the unit allows ease of recharging without removing the battery. To aid
in flexibility the LS, was designed with a rechargable and swappable battery system. If the battery is drained before the end of
an operation’s use, it can be easily swapped out with a new battery after removing just two phillips screws.

Protected from Corrosion:

The all-plastic body with protected pump and battery compartments is designed to fend off the corrosive effects of anti-icers
that destroy lesser made metal bodied sprayers.

ColdTech™ Liquid De-Icer Pump:

The result of extensive testing, the ColdTech™ pump in the Ossian LS® is the only 1.5 gpm pump designed specifically for
the winter application of liquid de-icers.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
Boom Spray Pattern
Spray Wand Reach
Application Rate
Tank Capacity
Pump
Battery Type

VIDEO

48” wide fan pattern (Adjustable)
13’ hose stored on unit

1 gallon / 1000 sqft
5 gallons (Removable)
ColdTech™ 1.5 gpm 12V
12V 8Ah SLA (Rechargable)

WATCH THE OSSIAN LS®
IN OPERATION AND SEE
JUST HOW EASY LIQUID
ANTI-ICING CAN BE.
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